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NAME Vicki Woods
LIVES Largs
FAMILY Husband Bruce and sons Andrew and Jason
BACKGROUND
Vicki grew up in Sydney and moved to Maitland in 1989. She
purchased Bushrangers Bar and Brasserie with family and has been
involved in the local community ever since.
Vicki describes two of her burning passions as wine and food.
She hosts regular wine and degustation dinners showcasing local
winemakers. It is the raffles held on these nights which fund, in
part, the Brenda Clouten Memorial Travelling Scholarships (BCMTS)
which she and Bruce founded in 2004 in memory of their close
friend and art lover Brenda Clouten, to fund young emerging artists
from the Lower Hunter furthering their art studies overseas. The
BCMTS has expanded to include two scholarships: the major
scholarship of $5,000 and the Runner Up of $3,000. Vicki is very
proud of the achievements of each of the scholarship’s recipient
artists and follows their careers with interest and pride.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Vicki’s first career was in the corporate world where she worked
for large Australian companies in the field of international trade
and customs. She has been the Managing Director of Bushrangers
Bar and Brasserie for 27 years. Soon after taking on the role she
completed a trade certificate in hospitality at Hamilton TAFE,
becoming a fully qualified chef and learning every aspect of
professional catering.
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If you are interested in receiving ARTEL online
only please contact MRAG Reception. You will also
receive flyers and brochures regarding exhibition
openings, art classes and excursions by email.

Vicki’s passion for promoting the local winemaking industry has led
her to the role of President of the Hunter Valley Sommeliers Group
which she has held for the last 15 years.
Vicki served on Maitland City Council for 9 years, with two stints as
Deputy Mayor. She was involved with the transition of the MRAG
to its current location and its subsequent upgrade. She served as
Council Representative on the inaugural MRAG Members Committee
for a number of years.

in my words
Through my term as a Councillor on Maitland City Council, I
developed a relationship with Margaret Sivyer, former director of
the Gallery. This relationship continued with Joe Eisenberg and my
passion for Maitland Regional Art Gallery was seeded. I was involved
in the move from Brough House to the current site, and again very
involved in the development of the Gallery as we know it today.
The art gallery is a showpiece for Maitland and the region, and
something I love being involved in. The Brenda Clouten Scholarship
was born from my love of the Gallery and my passion in being able
to assist young people to achieve their dreams. Every one of our
winners had a vision to succeed, and I am pleased to say each of
them has expanded their skill and experience in the art world. It is a
small legacy that my husband Bruce and I are pleased to be part of.

Cover Image: Smoking ceremony by Leon Hannond at the Winter Program Launch, 23 July 2016
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from the Chairperson

Greetings to all and welcome to the Spring ARTEL with news of
coming events at the Maitland Regional Art Gallery.
You may or may not have heard about THE GIVING TREE, a life-size
puzzle of a red flowering gum that aims to raise $25,000 + towards
upgrading the Art Gallery gardens. In response to a request from
the Cultural Director Brigette Uren, the Members Committee has
agreed to transfer $6,000 raised at a High Tea and held since
2010 - ‘committed to go towards seating in the grounds at the
back of the Art Gallery’ (Minutes 18-10-2010).
This Members' contribution of $6,000 will start the building of the giving
tree, the first section on the trunk of the tree. Everyone is invited to
contribute to the Giving Tree, solo or as a group of gallery supporters.
During the past few months the Committee’s energies have been
directed towards finalising the draft constitution, Memorandum
of Understanding and policies and procedures (Standing Orders)
documents required for discussion with Maitland City Council
regarding the Committee’s application for incorporation.
At this stage they are draft documents and no doubt as
implementation of the proposed change from a s355 committee of
Council to an incorporated association proceeds, adjustments may
need to be made to reflect the needs and aspirations of members
and the Members Committee. The underlying principle of all
three documents is continued goodwill and cooperation between
Committee Members and gallery staff in support of both the Gallery
and membership.

BY Dr Jan Noble AM

Another date to note in your diary is the MRAGM Committee Annual
General Meeting scheduled for 20 October 2016. Members are
invited to join us for drinks and canapés at 5.30pm with the
meeting to follow at 6.00pm. Our guest speaker for the night will
be Carolyn McKay, a member artist, researcher and academic.
Carolyn's creative practice encompasses digital video and audio
visual technologies and her talk is sure to be of great interest.
Our final major event for 2016 will be our Member's Christmas
Party from 5 - 8 pm on Friday 18 November. I look forward to
catching up with you at this and all the other exciting events
scheduled at MRAG over the following months.
Andrea Pugh, our Events Coordinator, has been busy organising
the final touches for our coach trip to the Archibald, Wynne and
Sulman Prizes on 24 September. As well as a private guided tour
of the Archibald, the AGNSW is also showcasing the full series of
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi’s woodblock prints One hundred aspects of
the moon suite and the Dobell Australian Drawing Biennial. PLUS!
Visit the Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera from the Jacques and
Natasha Gelman Collection exhibition thanks to the generosity of
the Art Gallery Society of NSW. Lunch can be enjoyed at the AGNSW
or in the Royal Botanic Gardens where they are celebrating the
Garden’s 200th anniversary with some exciting exhibits.

Regarding membership I am pleased to report that the Membership
Secretary Sui-Linn White is making good progress in both the
review of the current membership and actions required to increase
membership and support for the gallery as well as in meetings
with the youth age group, the Youth Forum. While still a small
group, primarily undergraduates from University of Newcastle, they
are enthusiastic and welcome initiatives that would cater for the
interests of 15 to 25 year olds.
Still some way off but just a reminder about our major fundraiser,
the Director's Choice art sale moves from strictly including works on
paper to a wider range of art media. The art sale will open at 6pm
on 4 November, and continue until 20 November 2016.
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Travelling Scholarship for
Young Achievers in Visual Arts
Closing date for
submissions :

Friday 16
September 2016
Proudly supported by Bruce and Vicki Woods
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From the cultural director

BY Brigette uren

Visitors enjoy Frugal Forest | Frugal Arts Inc | Frugal Forest, 23 July - 9 October 2016

Extending MRAG’s capacity to engage visitors has been very
important to add value to our reputation locally and afar. In
simplistic terms, MRAG’s attitude has shifted from “look and see”
to a “see-meet-make-do” attitude. This has had positive results
across all areas of MRAG’s performance the last financial year,
with no additional increase in funding from Maitland City Council
or Arts NSW and I acknowledge the myriad of volunteers, financial
supporters, and staff with the MRAG Members Committee for
their contribution to make this possible. Overall, MRAG reduced
the cost/visitor by reducing expenditure, increasing revenue and
increasing visitors to MRAG.
As our most fervent supporters, you, the Members, know MRAG
aims to show 1000s of artworks, create 100s of learning
experiences across 25 exhibitions annually and care for the
most shared art collection in NSW. Early last year the MRAG staff
committed to three key strategy areas, each with a number of
goals: Organisational Leadership, Connection & Stewardship.
I thought you might be interested in celebrating some of the
results so far…
Organisational leadership is critical to MRAG’s viability. We define
organisational leadership as MRAG’s capacity for service delivery
across its team of paid staff, volunteers, financial, property and risk
management. Ensuring the strongest foundations in organisational
leadership will enable MRAG’s artistic program to be responsive,
progressive, engaged and relevant.
KEY RESULTS:
•

10.6% increase in volunteer commitment (52 volunteers
on target of 47)

•

29% increase in membership from 653 to 843 members
(July 2015-May 2016)

•

19.6% increase in donations July 2015 - May 2016

•

127% increase in venue hire
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Delivering a vibrant and creative artistic program is paramount
to Connection – what MRAG defines as its ability to increase the
layers of accessibility of visitors to artists and collaborators in the
artistic program. Investing in strategic partnerships locally is further
assisting MRAG to build capacity in the community, be it through
dance, health, retail or other opportunities.
KEY RESULTS:
•

25.69% increase in visitation

•

311% increase in active participation

•

24% increase in school visitation (July 2015 -May 2016)

•

Doubled Art and Dementia Program

•

A significant increase in reputation as a health/arts leader
Dementia program.

•

NDIS accredited artists available for diversity of client needs.

Stewardship will ultimately determine MRAG’s long term value to
the City and the community it serves – what we define as caring for
the Collection - MRAG’s most valuable asset. From January to June
all staff were involved in a rigorous review of the Art Collection –
assessing condition, conservation and storage needs of all 4400
works in the Collection, as well as their significance. This is the
first step towards a new benchmark in Collection accessibility and
we are very excited to share developments with you in the coming
year. I particularly acknowledge Curator Cheryl Farrell for her
indefatigable efforts on this long term project.
For all that was good last financial year, it was the artists that
brought the place to life. My first love is sculpture 'en plein air' and
I am delighted that Spring will bring the gardens to life with Paul
Selwood's exhibition. I hope to see you enjoy them, and often, at
one or more of the exciting events we will host this Spring.
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Spring exhibitions

BY KIM BLUNT

In November as we head into summer we will be introducing 5 new
exhibitions including the media of painting, textiles and sculpture, photography
and portraits as well as new artwork by Hunter based tertiary students.
I am obviously biased but for me it is always exciting at MRAG – to see
what is and experience what can be.

Frugal Arts Inc Frugal Forest 23 July - 9 October 2016

Braddon Snape, Single fold propped (detail), 2016, air formed
welded powder coated steel 180 x 60 x 40 cm

Robert Brain: an Autobiographical Tapestry
23 July - 20 November 2016 This is a Bathurst Regional Art Gallery touring
exhibition, curated by Sarah Gurich, Curator, BRAG (Bathurst Regional Art Gallery).

Spring is the time of new growth and new life and with the
coming of spring at MRAG we welcome several new exhibitions.
Behind the scenes and in consultation with Hunter artist Paul
Selwood, winter saw the planning of the installation of the first large
scale outdoor sculpture exhibition ever held at the art gallery. With
Paul Selwood’s exhibition From Matter to Manner we are able to
experience over 20 large sculptural pieces in and around the art
gallery grounds activating this space in new and exciting ways.

Elizabeth Maxwell silence equals consent
23 July - 20 November 2016

In tandem with this new sculptural installation outside, inside the art
gallery we find another Hunter based artist also working in sculpture
but used as performance. Braddon Snape, like Paul Selwood, is also
well known for large scale outdoor sculpture but in another first with this
exhibition Braddon is exploring new territory in his exhibition Materiality
Performed. Here Braddon shares his most recent work that interrogates
a dangerously exciting and innovative method of inflating steel.

Braddon Snape Materiality Performed
3 September - 6 November 2016

Textiles and drawing are the basis of 3 other new exhibitions at MRAG.

Robyn Werkhoven The Hospital
10 September - 20 November 2016

Robert Brain has the most interesting life story which he uses to inform
his quirky, funny and sometimes sad observations of life as represented
in tapestries that he has created over his lifetime. Robert Brain’s prolific
tapestry practice explores themes including homo-erotica, art history and
gender politics and is imbued with surprises, humour and the unexpected.
Elizabeth Maxwell is another textile artist using life and politics
to inform her practice of quilt making. From the traditional to the
non-traditional, Elizabeth explores the politics of environmental
sustainability with her work silence equals consent and in a more
traditional manifestation Elizabeth uses string quilts in her body of
work Variation on a Theme of Strings. In these latter quilts she skilfully
demonstrates the use of recycled and reused material to create
something new, beautiful and in the end absolutely utilitarian.
Personal stories also form the basis of new work by Robyn Werkhoven
- another Hunter based artist who in the previous 12 months has spent
almost a whole year in hospital. A prolific artist, Robyn used this time to
draw every day from her hospital bed. Like Frida Kahlo whose artwork is
currently enjoying a resurgence of appreciation at the Art Gallery of NSW,
Robyn used her experience of a long term hospital stay as her muse. ‘I
found refuge in my imagination and began to obsessively draw each day...’
Finally in celebrating the new we also celebrate the future when MRAG
again hosts the ever popular exhibition ARTEXPRESS. Featuring art
made by final year secondary students this exhibition features the
best of Year 12 art students from the Hunter and across NSW.

From MatTer to Manner: The sculpture

of Paul Selwood Paul Selwood is represented by Watters Gallery, Sydney
13 August - 6 November 2016

ARTEXPRESS 2016 10 September - 30 October 2016
ARTEXPRESS is a joint venture of the Department of Education and the Board of Studies,
Teaching and Educational Standards NSW.

Trevor Dickinson Greetings from Maitland
15 October 2016 - 29 January 2017
MRAGM Print Sale 4 November - 20 November 2016
2016 Brenda Clouten Memorial Travelling
Scholarship for a Young Achiever in the
Visual Arts 26 November 2016 - 29 January 2017
Nathan Keogh and Giselle Penn SShhhhh
12 November 2016 - 29 January 2017

Linda Greedy Bloomfield Artist in residence
12 November 2016 - 29 January 2017

Awesome Achievers: Portrait stories from
Australians of the Year, A National Portrait
Gallery exhibition 26 November 2016 - 5 February 2017
This exhibition is supported by the National Collecting
Institutions Touring and Outreach Program, an Australian
Government program aiming to improve access to the
national collections for all Australians.

Maitland Includes You presents artworks created by artists from the
Maitland community in collaboration with a variety of local disability service providers.

26 November 2016 - 5 February 2017
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FROM THE COLLECTION

BY Cheryl Farrell

(left) Nell, Treasure, 2003, mixed media, 38 x 23 cm. Purchased by Maitland Regional Art Gallery, 2004. (centre) Lisa Roet, Mother and Child (Pri-Mates) ,
2003, Mixed media of bronze, stained glass and sandstone, 164 x 60 x 60 cm, Donated under the Australian Government's Cultural Gifts Program by Lisa
Roet, 2006. (right) Tracy Luff, 梨 (li), 2014, cardboard, 32 x 18 x 18cm, Gift of the artist, 2015.

Sculpture and spring seem to be perfect partners. This spring,
Sydney’s Sculpture by the Sea is celebrating its 20th year of
sculpture set along the beautiful coastal landscape of Bondi, and
Maitland Regional Art Gallery is also featuring sculpture, both in
the art gallery and outside in the gardens, with work by two Hunter
based artists – Paul Selwood and Braddon Snape.
Both Braddon and Paul are featured in the MRAG Collection and
have participated in Sculpture by the Sea (SBTS), as have many
of the artists who have sculptures in the MRAG Collection. Those
artists include: May Barrie (SBTS major prize winner 2009),
Michael Garth, Richard Goodwin (SBTS major prize winner 2003),
Barbara Licha, Tracy Luff, Denese Oates, James Rogers, Gillie and
Marc Schattner, Paul Selwood (SBTS major prize winner 2011) and
Richard Tipping.
There are over 130 sculptures in the MRAG Collection and more
than 30 of these works are on permanent display. These sculptures
can be discovered by wandering around the building and the
gardens, or taking up the fun code-breaker challenge or following
the free audio tour in which you can listen to the artists talk about
their work.
Of course there are many more sculptures in the Collection
made with many varying materials, including paper, bronze, wire,
wood, stone and ceramic providing a myriad of opportunities for
exhibitions in the future.

…

It is on again in November (which is not too far away) - Director's
Choice – the Maitland Regional Art Gallery Members major
fundraising event of the year. This year the exhibition will include
more than 350 artworks by more than 80 artists, featuring various
media and multiple subject themes. The best part about this
exhibition is that all of the artworks are for sale and the proceeds
from each sale supports MRAG and MRAG programs.

ARTEL

The exhibition opens on Friday 4 November, with food and drinks
and the opportunity to get in early and buy your next piece of art for
yourself or as a Christmas gift for someone else. The exhibition will
then run for two weeks, closing on Sunday 20 November. Director's
Choice will be held every two years, so make time to visit and make
the most of this fun and rewarding exhibition – the last until 2018.

Director’s Choice 2016
4 – 20 November 2016
Opening event: 6pm on Friday 4 November 2016

Christmas
Party
Friday 18 November
5.00 - 8.00pm
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cREATIVE lEARNING in THE
ART FACTORY
BY MICHELLE MAARTENSZ and Anne McLaughlin
session which included hearing a Holocaust survivor speak of the
extraordinary contribution to their survival from the small acts
of kindness of ordinary people. Very significant and memorable
moments were shared between children, teachers and the C2C
Education Volunteers and Survivors during these sessions.
Interacting with children and families through art was the focus
of MRAG’s participation in the Mindaribba Local Aboriginal Land
Council NAIDOC Week Family Day on Wednesday 6 July. With
the cold wind safely outside, inside lots of 2D and 3D materials
including beads, paint, string, cardboard, seeds and twigs were
transformed into paintings, collages and 3D sculptures and
mobiles by parents and children. Back at the art gallery during
NAIDOC Week local didge player Johnny Robinson shared with the
gallery audience of all ages how he learnt to play and make this
unique and significant instrument.

Cool Art July activities

Possies of children from 4 upwards armed with their Code Breaker
clipboards and pencils at the ready with parents, grandmas
and grandpas trailing in their wake, moving excitedly upstairs
and downstairs in the art gallery in pursuit of clues; groups of
children, parents and carers happily creating weavings, cardboard
sculptures, animals, sand paintings and much more in little pods
of excitement dotted throughout the art gallery spaces – this has
been the busy creative hub of the art gallery during the Cool July
school holiday program. Stimulus for the artworks came directly
from the art surrounding the makers and children could be seen
proudly leaving the gallery with their creations.
This followed four weeks of the profoundly important Courage
to Care (C2C) Education Program, presented by C2C Education
Volunteers to booked school groups here at MRAG accompanying
the C2C exhibition. Over 1200 local school children from Years
5 – 12 came to the art gallery and completed the free two hour

BUSHRANGERS
BAR & BRASSERIE

The Participatory Museum will be presented by MRAG staff
as a University of the Third Age (U3A) course in Term 3 here
at the Art Gallery. During the eight-week course a diversity of
MRAG exhibitions, programs, and activities will be fleshed out in
discussion with presentations from a variety of staff. Based around
the concept that a museum or cultural institution needs to be
participatory to be dynamic and to meet the needs of its multiple
audiences, the course has been designed to elicit the opinions,
experience and ideas from all participants.
Coming up in this second half of 2016 are a number of exhibitions
that will particularly engage our younger audiences: Frugal
Forest, a wonderland created from recycled objects; ARTEXPRESS,
selected artworks by 2015 Visual Arts HSC students mainly
from the Hunter Region; Welcome to Maitland new artworks
featuring selected Maitland locations by Trevor Dickinson and
the 2016 Brenda Clouten Memorial Travelling Scholarship for
Young Achievers in the Visual Arts. Submissions for the Travelling
Scholarship are due on or before 16 September and this year two
travelling scholarships will be awarded so check out the details on
our website.
We look forward to seeing you at the art gallery soon!

OPEN 7 DAYS
brunch, lunch
& dinner

Multi Award Winning Restaurant and Hotel
serving fresh regional produce and award
winning Hunter Valley wines

pre se nt this vouc he r t o r e c e ive a

C OM PL IM EN TA RY BOTTLE OF
T Y R R E L L S MO OR E S C R E E K
whe n 4 ad u lt s d i ne t og e t he r

Valid Mon to Fri - Conditions apply - Expires 31/10/16
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Meet our member artist

BY Catherine Kingsmill

Duncan Harty

artistic process and material science to the conservation of fine
art; including textiles, painting and works on paper. His work now
involves travelling to residences in Australia and overseas for
private collection management as well as working on varied larger
projects for museums, galleries and councils. Duncan also takes
private commissions for work at his state of the art studio in Morpeth.
Although his time is limited these days, Duncan still finds the time to
play guitar and ukulele as well as paint portraits for friends.
For Members interested in the work of Harold the Kangaroo, please
refer to the monograph The colouful life of Harold Leslie Thornton
alias the Kangaroo 1915-2004, written by Pienke W.H. Kal and
published in 2016.
There are a number of MRAG Members who also hold
membership with The Association of Decorative and
Fine Arts Societies, Pokolbin Branch (ADFAS Pokolbin).
ADFAS Pokolbin runs a series of lectures held at the
Cessnock Performing Arts Centre (CPAC), corner of
Vincent Street and Aberdare Road, Cessnock. These
wonderful lectures start promptly at 7.00pm and are
followed by wine and supper.

Duncan Harty of Morpeth Conservation Studio

Duncan Harty enjoyed a childhood in Sydney rich with artistic
inspiration, attending the same school as Martin Sharp. Tapping
into the creative sensibility of the era, Duncan was destined to
become a collector and artist. After graduating from school, he
studied art at East Sydney Technical College and the Julian Ashton
School of Art before studying printmaking under Michael Pope at
the London College of Printing. He returned to Sydney in the early
1980s and became a part of the Gunnery artistic enclave, playing
guitar in the seminal punk group Ragadoll and painting under
the guidance of Harold Leslie Thornton, also known as Harold the
Kangaroo, who was living with Martin Sharp at the time.
Duncan moved to Maitland in 1991 and continued along a musical
and creative trajectory while consolidating his life long connection
with decorative fine arts. He was awarded a Master of Arts in
Material Conservation from the University of Western Sydney in
1997. For the last twenty years, Duncan has turned his acquired

In the spirit of cross collaboration, ADFAS Pokolbin warmly
invites interested MRAG Members to join them at a cost of
$25 per lecture. The next lectures for 2016 are as follows:
Monday 29 August 7PM
Professor James Allen,
Domes and Minarets: Mosques of the Islamic World.
Monday 26 September 7PM
Stephen Richardson, A Voluptuary under the Horrors of
Digestion? Prinny and the excesses of Regency Period Style.
Monday 31 October 7PM
Sarah Cove, A Bit of Slap and Tickle: Constables Brighton
Paintings 1824-1828.
ADFAS Pokolbin Annual Membership is $160. For membership
enquiries, contact Judy Wearne on 0409 968 565.

Professional Fine Art
and Decorative Art Conservation
works on paper, canvas, photographs
Consulting, condition reports for insurance,
all professional services

119 High Street, Morpeth, 2321
Telephone: 02 4934 1471 ; Mobile: 0414 894 289
www.morpethconservation.com ; email: duncan@morpethconservation.com
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Meet the maker

BY ASHLEY GRANT

Keith Rowe and artwork

Meet the Makers: Keith Rowe & Kayo Yokoyama
Nature is so often used as a muse in art. When spring rolls
around, we are reminded of its beauty and see it echoed with
more clarity in incredible artisan objects. The work of Keith
Rowe and Kayo Yokoyama can be described as none other than
refined artisan glass. While their finished works are notably
different, they both draw upon their surroundings to inspire and
inform their artworks; Keith with his use of texture and colour,
and Kayo with her detailed etching.
Hailing from the Blue Mountains Keith Rowe’s name is
synonymous with the art of glass. Keith has been working with
glass for over 30 years; his pieces a reflection of the ease he
now has with developing form, choosing colour and working with
the malleable material. He summates this concept beautifully
stating that ‘It becomes a relationship with the material, and
like all marriages, it takes a while to get comfortable’. It is
this idea of comfort that sees much of Keith’s work develop
across a series where he explores a specific technique, concept
and colour palette. 'There is so much to be done in glass that
working on one series often leads me on a whole new path
and to a new series of works.'
The Gallery shop offers an extensive range of Keith’s portfolio,
with many of his pieces finding homes here in the Hunter
or gifted afar. His Bushfire series explores the colour and
intensity of the bushfires that so often sweep through the Blue
Mountains. ‘The intensity of the fires was both destructive and
beautiful and left an indelible impression on my visual senses.’
This concept is reflected in this collection with Keith using
splashes of solid colour to depict the leaping flames on a work
made from powdered glass.
Creating glass is more often than not a dual pursuit. When
speaking with glass artists there is always talk of community.
Keith and Kayo have found their pairing in both creative and
personal worlds through the medium.
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Kayo is an incredible artist in her own right exploring notions of
place and home within her bodies of work. Her aesthetic is simple
and pared back with colour more often than not dancing across the
base of a piece rather than dominating the entire form.
Having grown up in Japan, Kayo’s childhood memories are filled
with trees. The dappled sunlight streaming through canopies with
the patterns thrown onto the ground are imprinted in her mind.
Becoming a motif and perhaps her ‘signature’, Kayo's hand etched
trees are quite poetic in their symbolism as signifiers of both home
and transition. They represent trees from her physical surroundings
and also become a metaphor for the growth of her identity. ‘My
engraving of trees on the glass objects’ surface recalls me to a
place of strength inside me. They suggest the fundamental order of
the world and my place in it …’.
You could nearly look at the work of Keith and Kayo and see
a representation of their sense of place; where they've come
from and where they are now. Keith, inspired and driven by the
strength of colour and extremes of nature, and Kayo, a more
contemplative, detailed depiction of home.
Our Gallery Shop stocks an extensive range of both Keith
and Kayo’s work. You can also visit Keith and Kayo in their
Blackheath Studio and Gallery.

at Maitland Regional Art Gallery

17 September 2016
26 November 2016
Stallholder enquiries please contact:
theolivetreemarket.com.au
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SOCIAL GAllery

Smoking ceremony at the Winter Program Launch, 23 July 2016

Artist Talk: Chay Khamsone and Bryony Anderson,
Frugal Forest, 23 July 2016

Johnny Robinson performs at the Winter
Program Launch, 23 July 2016

Anangu artist Pamela visits from Central Australia, 23 July 2016

Johnny Robinson gives a talk on making and playing
didgeridoos, NAIDOC Week, 7 July 2016.

'Courage to Care' activity space, 14 July 2016

Robert Brain's work and guests, 23 July 2016

Awarding Visitor's survey prize to David Graham, 23 July 2016

NAIDOC Week, Johnny Robinson on didgeridoo, 7 July 2016.

Maitland Regional Art Gallery is proudly supported by:

Maitland Regional Art Gallery is supported by the NSW Government through Arts NSW.
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Don't miss this
year's Art sale!
Opening event
Friday 4 November, 6 - 8pm
A fundraising exhibition and art sale coordinated by

MRAGM Annual
art Sale 2016

Maitland Regional Art Gallery Members (MRAGM).

4 - 20 November 2016

from the Newcastle Printmakers workshop and new

More than 300 artworks will be on exhibition and for
sale, including paintings by Mai Wel artists, prints
artworks from Australian Galleries.

